MATURITY LEVEL SELF-ASSESSMENT SCALE

Highlight the statements or parts of statements which you feel best describe you.
Then highlight the level (number) you feel is correct.
HIGH MATURITY

6

5

shows a high degree of self-control
never talks out in class, stays on task, keeps in seat, resists temptation to waste time in
group situations
is very self-disciplined
does assignments in and out of class without prompting, never procrastinates, plans
ahead
is an asset to class
provides leadership, volunteers to take part in discussions, helps others, maintains
positive relations with peers
has an exemplary attitude about school
is positive and enthusiastic about school, sees the connection between grades and work
habits today and future performance

GRADE-LEVEL MATURITY

4

3

shows some degree of self-control
usually does not talk out, stays on task most of the time, keeps in seat, is mostly on-task
in group situations
is somewhat self-disciplined
usually does assignments in and out of class without prompting, generally does work on
schedule, is learning to plan ahead
contributes to class
occasionally takes a leadership role, participates in discussions when called on, helps
others, sometimes gossips about/ridicules peers
has a generally good attitude about school
likes school more for the chance to be with peers than anything else, often takes the
short term easy way and fails to see the long term consequence

RELATIVE IMMATURITY

2

1

little self-control
frequently talks out and needs teacher intervention, has a hard time staying on task, is
often out of seat, needs supervision in group situations
little self-discipline
needs a great deal of prompting to get assignments done, frequently misses work,
generally procrastinates
does not contribute to class
rarely takes a leadership role, participates only when called on or often makes remarks
which are disruptive to discussion, does not usually help others or tends to distract
others, engages in negative peer behavior
has a poor attitude about school
seems to dislike school, sees little connection between school and later life

I have discussed this with my son/daughter.

Signed: ______________________________

